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SECOND NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL COST
CONFERENCE
MORNING SESSION
Frank H. Stocker, Regional Director, Presiding as Chairman.

THE RELATION OF COST ACCOUNTING TO PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING
F. Richmond Fletcher
Scovell, Wellington & Co., Boston, Mass.
Not many years ago cost work consisted of compiling the costs
of labor, material, and burden, expended upon individual manu
facturing orders, or expense numbers. To establish this informa
tion it was necessary to install time cards and material requisitions,
and to fix rates for the inclusion of burden in cost.
As this practice developed it became evident that storerooms
and stock records were needed to ensure proper control of materials
and provide a check upon the total material charged to cost. Time
cards made out by workmen or foremen proved to be inefficient and
inaccurate, and factory clerks or timekeepers were introduced to
ensure prompt and accurate records of time spent on orders and
expense items. Burden rates based on approximate estimates of
total overhead, and figured on the value of productive labor, usually
proved inadequate or unfair and were replaced by departmental
rates, determined upon careful budgeting of the expenses, and
based on machine hours, man hours or productive units, which
ever fitted the particular situation.
At about this stage in the evolution the cost clerk blossomed
out as a cost accountant, for management had begun to recognize
the importance of having cost figures tied in and controlled through
the general ledger and had found a practical use for monthly
statements of loss or gain.
It was not long after cost accounting had made possible these
monthly statements of loss or gain before management began
to question why there were such tremendous differences in the
manufacturing cost of the same product at different seasons. In
vestigation of completed orders disclosed wide variances in the
cost of material, labor and particularly burden, but provided no
adequate reason and no promise of future stability.
The cost accountant knew his figures were right and could
prove their accuracy through his accounting control. In spite of
5

this, management was not satisfied, and shortly the engineer
came upon the scene who was introduced to find out why these dif
ferences occurred.
First, the general line of product was investigated, and items
of a similar nature were grouped. Next each product was analyzed,
to determine the raw materials and finished parts needed in its
assembly. Labor was then analyzed to determine the hours of
labor and the tools and machines required to process the several
parts in each operation. The factory equipment was also investi
gated to determine the normal productive hours of each machine.
The cost department was called upon for a statement of the an
nual cost of factory expenses based upon a full operating year.
The Sales department was then asked to provide an estimate
of the probable sales, in quantities, of each item in the line, by
months. A balance was then struck between the sales requirements
and the factory capacity, so as to establish definite limits and in
dicate the need of changes in the sales department’s program or
the purchase of additional equipment for the factory.
Manufacturing costs were recast upon the detail of materials
and labor operations which, according to drawings, material lists,
and operation schedules, were standard requirements, and burden
was included in accordance with normal factory capacity. Under
this plan, the sales department was assured a uniform standard
factory cost for each product.
The research work conducted by the engineer had determined
the capacity of the factory in its various departments and shown
where congestion was likely to occur. The analysis of materials
and parts established what the purchases should be and what stores
of parts and partial assemblies were necessary to maintain the
production called for by the sales department. The development
and distribution of burden charges definitely determined the bur
den cost in each operation, based upon normal conditions, and pro
vided for the absorption of over-or under-earned burden, created
by abnormal conditions, separately from factory cost. The de
termination of factory capacity created limits upon which the sales
department could build a schedule of deliveries.
These facts and figures brought a new conception of the goal
of management—that is, the maximum use of every opportunity
for better service and greater profits through increased production
and reduced cost. A budget was prepared, based upon a reasonable
forecast of probable sales. Manufacturing costs for each product
and its component parts were known as standard costs, based on
the predetermined production schedule. The necessary investments
in equipment, in materials, in labor payrolls, and in operating ex
penses, were charted in such a manner that actual performance
could be compared with the predetermined standards and causes
for variances clearly defined as the work progressed. Administra
tive and selling expenses were forecasted in a similar manner,
and provision was made for determining all variations at least once
a month.
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Under this plan the factory stood to make a profit or loss on
its turn-over to the sales department. Cost accounting took on a
new meaning, one of usefulness, for where manufacturing costs
had previously been known only after an order had been com
pleted—too late to correct or even point out the difficulty—costs
now were collected to establish variances from standards and
were used in the factory to locate the particular operation, or the
kind of material, or the part where each variance occurred. This
information again provided a basis for further research through
which the correctness of the original standards could be determined,
by analysis of the causes of the variances.
The fundamental relationship between the production engi
neer and the cost accountant, therefore, is that the setting of
standards is part of the work of the production engineer, whereas
the accumulation of actual costs in comparison with the standards
is part of the work of the cost accountant.
In accumulating costs against standards, the cost accountant
should not look upon himself as collecting information merely for
the management; he should also bear in mind that he is gathering
it for the factory, inasmuch as the factory has every right to
know how its performance has met the established task and wherein
it has fallen short or bettered the mark. Foremen who are capable
of directing departments are entitled to all the information that
will assist them to maintain the most efficient and economical ad
ministration of their activities. There is no man—be he superin
tendent, foreman, or workman—who has lost his inherent interest
in bettering a task or beating a standard if the mark is understood
and within the realms of possibility.
The factory is too often neglected on this score of information,
and too few managers appreciate that real team work requires a
knowledge of the signals by every man who is to take part in the
game. The work of the production engineer cannot be successfully
executed without intelligent co-operation of the foremen, and
greatest effectiveness is where the factory understands the rela
tionship between the way he plans and the way the cost accountant
checks the execution of such plans.
The function of cost accounting is not primarily to reduce
costs but rather through a knowledge of what costs should be, to
indicate causes for idle time, extra operations and wasted mate
rials; and to account properly for the cost of unused capacity.
The idea held by many managers that the product of the fac
tory, in dull periods, must carry the total expense which would
be borne by the product when all departments are on full time,
is bound to lead to unsound business policies. Intelligent cost
keeping applies only a part of the total burden to the manufac
turing cost of the product made during periods of curtailed pro
duction, the part chargeable being the same percentage of the
total burden as the curtailed production is of the standard pro
duction.
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Causes of excess, or of idle time, the cost of waste in mate
rials, and the cost of unused capacity, are of vital importance to
the superintendent, the general manager and the sales manager,
for here is a direct charge against profits to test the ability of
management.
To the superintendent and foremen this information is a spur
to greater efforts to overcome the losses that are within their con
trol. To the general manager, idle capacity means idle capital, and
the information is of tremendous importance in developing finan
cial and general business policies. To the sales manager, unused
capacity means a call to action, a challenge to salesmanship and a
need for certain orders which, even though sold at no profit, will
add greatly to net profits by removing this loss.
To the production engineer variances in cost, due to conditions
within the factory, bring a warning that something is wrong, either
with the standards or with the actual cost. His problems never
end, and his standards are useful only until they can be bettered.
Cost accounting and production engineering belong together
in the factory office, for these are joint functions for the service
of both factory and management. Cost accounting alone cannot
justify its existence; but when properly linked up in an organiza
tion, where each function is correlated with others, it becomes,
with them, the essence of management in forming, instructing, and
clearing the way, for increased profits and better business.
Discussion
Gerald A. Torrence (Springfield): In the ice-cream manu
facturing business the determination of costs is vitally affected
because the year’s production is concentrated in three months.
During the remainder of the year manufacturing recedes and the
cost of production is necessarily considerably higher in January
than in July. What is the cost under such conditions, so we can
determine the value of the finished goods inventory? I think the
problem is possibly one which the production engineer more than
the cost accountant can solve. But both should work together in
its solution. I agree with what Mr. Fletcher has said.
Leon M. Lamb (Greenfield) : Mr. Fletcher made one state
ment at the close of his paper which it seems to me might possibly
be enlarged upon, with the idea of clarifying in our minds the rea
sons which underlie the statement. He said in substance that a
cost department existing by itself and alone is not justifiable. To
my mind it would seem to me that some of the things which he
has developed or set forth in his paper as being desirable might
come about only as the result of exposures made by a cost depart
ment standing by itself. For instance, I do not know how, unless
we have a cost department making comparative costs, we could
know it was necessary for an industrial engineer to come in and
show us why a batch of goods going through a certain operation
8

cost more this time than it did on the previous occasion. Perhaps
Mr. Fletcher will tell us what he meant by that statement.
Mr. Fletcher : It is my impression that cost accounting alone
has never functioned completely; that is, the cost accountant, as
we used to see him in the average factory, has looked at things from
the accounting viewpoint. He has not had a proper viewpoint of
conditions in the factory. His records prepared for the executives
show that the cost on a certain article or certain part have varied
from time to time, but often present no reasons for this condition,
so the need for investigation has arisen. Sometimes we have seen
costs varying anywhere from ten to fifty or one hundred per cent.
on the same thing without adequate reason, and I think the cost
accountant has found it difficult to get into the factory or to get
sympathy of the factory men in his investigations. The difficulty
has been that he has not had the opportunity—I will not say fit
ness—because lots of cost accountants have to play the dual role
of production engineer and cost accountant. It seems to be the
consensus of opinion that the work of the cost accountant and
production engineer are joint functions. They must necessarily
be together in those factories where the factory office includes the
planning of production, routing and scheduling cost work; that is,
if the very best results are to be obtained. I do not know that
I have specifically answered your question, Mr. Lamb, but possibly,
if you make it a little clearer, I can answer the particular point.
Mr. Lamb: I think I would agree with Mr. Fletcher abso
lutely that it is desirable that the engineer and cost department
work together, but I think if it came to a point where I was to
advise a concern as to whether or not to put in a cost department,
without the supplementary and elaborating effort of the engineer,
I should say, “By all means put in the cost department,” because
I think it is the first important step which leads up to this other
matter.
The Government tells us that out of 250,000 concerns in this
country half of them are running without a cost department, and
I think one of the big jobs ahead of this Association is to convince
people that a cost department is necessary, and I believe it would
be justified by itself alone, without first being linked up or put in
with the collaboration of some other department.
J. P. Jordan (N. Y.) : Mr. Lamb has raised the question of
the work this Association is trying to do. The cost department,
after all, is the mainspring which starts all kinds of investigations.
If they record the conditions, something is going to be done.
What is the function of the production engineer? Is he a
specialist in the organization on whom rests the entire responsi
bility of changing processes, or should we acknowledge that a
foreman or superintendent can do that if it is pointed out to
them where the necessity lies ? I think we are in danger of having
specialized production departments depending on special, so-called
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production experts to carry out reforms which the cost departments
point out should be cured, instead of so planning our work as to
allow the cost department to give publicity of costs to foremen
and other managers. Let us proceed on the assumption that
producing men know how to correct conditions if they are informed
of the points that need correction.
We should educate management so that they will properly back
up the cost department. Those who are concerned not only with
cost, but with production data and all production records, ought
to be under the same head.
I cannot agree that a cost department without a specially
organized production department is not necessary or useful in
industry. It is of the utmost use to my mind, but the missing
link is the education of management to the publicity of those de
partments—all costs, overhead and production data—to the oper
ating organization.
Frank Bridge, Jr. (Providence): I believe that the way in
which the cost accountant can further his own importance in the
organization is in point of service. I have lots of experimental
work that I want to do myself and I remember a young salesman
came in one day and he said, “Mr. Bridge, whose skin are you
after now?” That is the old idea of the cost accountant—that
the cost accountant is after someone’s skin. It is absolutely wrong.
The new idea is that the cost accountant is the man who will get
the figures, and information, and give them to the one who through
that information can better the productive capacity and the pro
ductive costs of the organization.
William H. Segur (Providence): Every time I listen to the
remarks of an engineer (and I am not forgetting all the respect
due the engineer), I get the impression that he feels that the cost
accountant is entirely lacking in vision and that he possesses it
all. Now, I want to enter a protest right here. I want to go on
record as saying that many cost accountants possess a substantial
amount of vision and vision that matches up very well with that
of the engineer.
Mr. Fletcher: My views coincide so closely with those of
the last speaker that I think they require no further enlighten
ment or qualification from me.

SOME IMPORTANT PROBLEMS IN TEXTILE
COST ACCOUNTING
Eugene Szepesi
Szepesi Industrial Organization, Boston, Mass.
I ask you all for a moment to recollect the characteristics of
the mill executives you have met. You will agree with me that
the majority of these men can be classified as practical business
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men. Such a mill executive is, as a rule, well developed, keen,
quick, impatient, and a good organizer. He wants visible and
tangible facts—in other words, results—because these character
istics are essential to make a man a successful manufacturer or
mill executive. If the mill executive is of the retrospective type,
he will soon drop out and look for fields more agreeable to him.
This is the human element the cost accountant is likely to meet,
and for whom he must devise a mental machinery known as Cost
Control, that will be suitable for this type of man, who is, by
nature, impatient and demands self-evident facts, because he is
not interested in figures and abstract theories.
This type of man predominates in the management of the tex
tile industry and this is the reason why abstract cost accounting
cannot make much progress. There is nothing the matter with
the science of cost accounting and its usefulness to the industry,
and the timely problem before all of us is the presentation of facts
in a tangible, quick, and simple manner. I shall endeavor to illus
trate some such developments as applied to the textile industry.
A cost control organization is comparable to a complicated
organism. A human being has a brain, a very complicated and
mysterious organ that directs our physical and mental actions. We
know, however, that there are such things as reflex actions, and
every organ of ours will act with a surprising intelligence for its
own protection without the knowledge of the conscious mind. The
mental capacity and conscious action of an oyster is about zero,
yet the unconscious mind or reflex action of an oyster knows enough
to render harmless a strange object that fastens itself under its
shell by surrounding it with a calcium matter, and such resultant
objects are known to us as pearls. In an industrial organization,
which is the result of complex activities, cost accounting could
be well represented as the system of muscles that are constantly
on guard and cause such reflex actions and convey to the brain
(which is represented by the management) only the alarming symp
toms, and ultimate results, when the decision of the conscious mind
will be essential.
Like the muscles of the human body, the construction of the
Cost Control of a mill is intertwined, branched off, and united for
one single purpose—that is, the well-being of the organization.
The graphic illustration of such a complicated organization is pre
sented in a chart. All activities, changes, redistributions, and con
solidations must be reflected automatically, and the well-being or
ill-being of an organization will manifest itself in a conscious
action known to us as the Profit and Loss Statement. The ques
tion is, should a practical and impatient individual, as a mill man
ager is, be worried with details of such an organization? The
most pitiful thing I ever saw was the attempt of a cost accountant
to present to a practical mill executive a report on the necessary
accounting organization and the list of accounts. To this tex
tile man, who is very successful and a keen manufacturer, of
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good education, the report was uninteresting, dry and nonsensical.
To present to such a type of man this complicated business in
detail is a mistake, because he is not interested in “how” they get
it, but “what they get.” Nor will the office manager, the book
keeper and the clerks manifest much enthusiasm for such a descrip
tive report, but will prefer a concise and visible table, free from
complications, and so simple in the statement of facts that the
average clerk not versed in the mysteries of the development of
accounts will be able to obtain any information he needs. He
will want to know into which account to charge certain cost expen
ditures, where he will get this information, and what accounts will
absorb such cost expenditures. To simplify such work and make
it practical and understandable, a table of accounts should be de
veloped, to which the office employee can turn without asking ques
tions from anybody, and obtain the right information. Such tables,
if they contain the description of the account, its contents, the
sources of charges and the sources of credits, will be more useful
to an organization than a description of the accounts most pains
takingly prepared. We should remember that cost accounting is
not a simple and self-evident science, and unless we make its oper
ation visible the average organization will find difficulty in absorb
ing the interrelations and charges, and since human nature always
manifests itself in the line of least resistence mistakes and failures
will more likely be put at the door of the organizing accountant
than the admission of the lack of understanding of its operation.
Another such problem of interrelation is the sources of costs,
the summary or absorption into the various products, and finally
the means by which the values of Goods in Process are obtained
without taking a physical inventory. Such interrelation of actions
is in most instances poorly understood by the average office em
ployee, and its presentation in a graphic manner, as shown in a
chart, enables them to follow visibly the operations from step to
step, with the result that the original plans are carefully executed
and the right result obtained.
The mill management is interested in the physical evidences
of costs, changes of costs—and information of such nature should
be presented to them whenever possible, in a “visible” manner.
In a textile mill nothing is of greater importance than the
purchase of materials. A good mill manager may make his profit
rather by the shrewd and timely purchases of raw materials than
by the increased value of the product through its conversion. On
the other hand, an ill-judged and ill-timed purchase may lead to
bankruptcy. A cost organization must provide the management,
therefore, with records that will indicate any moment the status
of material, whether short, or overcovered, and to what extent.
A stock record, whether it is a loose-leaf form, or a card system,
is not at all interesting to an executive. It takes time to wade
through such records, and he is more interested in the composite
picture of the condition of the material than in the individual items.
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Figures of comparison are also unsuited for this type of a man,
because he is of quick decision and wants facts quickly. The only
means that will offer a successful solution is the presentation of
such facts in a graphic manner. But ordinary graphs, as we all
know, are unsuitable for such a constantly changing item as Mate
rial Control. For this reason we have developed a graphic yarn
control where the bars are movable, and show at a glance to the
management the condition of stock, not only as to actual stock,
but shortages, excesses, and requirements covered by purchases.
The operation of this chart is assigned to a clerk, and the respon
sible manager spending a few minutes looking it over can decide
accurately future purchases to be made.
The lack of definite lines of organization and of responsibility
is also often the source of discord and lack of results. The two
organization charts mentioned above have eliminated friction due
to lack of definite understanding and present two distinct types
of organization, both common in the textile industry. In many
mills in this industry several branches of the product are under
the independent management of division or departmental superin
tendents, and in such cases friction from real, as well as from
imaginary causes, is likely to occur and interfere with the proper
control of costs. The second chart represents such a twin organi
zation, where two distinct divisions under different superintendents
had to be managed from one office with the same employees and
several manufacturing departments having common employees.
Who is responsible for making out certain records, and to whom
responsible, were always questions before this organization chart
was completed—with the result that all such friction,, through the
construction of the charts, was eliminated.
Numerous other ways and means exist by which the functions
and operations of Cost Control can be simplified, and made visible
to the management, eliminating also much of the drudgery and
red tape.
Nothing is so agreeable to a mill executive as a quick and
correct answer to his inquiries. And nothing will insure a more
faithful performance of the details by the employees than simplified
and labor-saving methods. There is hardly a limit to the stand
ardization and simplification of the clerical duties. A small table
showing the percentage of material requirements in a dyehouse in
relation to the unit quantity dyed has eliminated the drudgery of
keeping dyehouse records, yet providing the control of dyes and
chemicals. In this instance a standard formula for the various
colors was developed, and the total cost of such combination of
chemicals for that season was indexed for the cost clerk. All
purchases for chemicals and dyes were naturally carried through
the Control Account, and each dyehouse ticket represented a stand
ard withdrawal, the variation of which is given in this small table.
If a dyer for some reason had to use chemicals in excess of the
standard, he put this excess on the card, otherwise the chemicals
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used are charged in a lump sum at the end of the month, according
to this percentage table of variation, and the index cost, in posses
sion of the cost clerk. The results have been: no stock records, no
requisitions, no fuss, and no red tape.
That this method of presentation of Cost Control which re
sults in savings of clerical labor is applicable to almost every cost
problem in the textile industry is demonstrated by the following
solutions. The material requirements for any construction in any
branch of the industry can be obtained graphically and accurately.
To a mill manager, and to the clerks in charge of costs, it will
make a whole lot of difference whether they have to take a pad
and pencil, make a hurried and uncertain calculation, or spend
hours in multiplications—or just look up a chart in a fraction of a
minute! Of all materials silk is probably the most delicate, the
most expensive, and the most difficult for calculations; yet, for this
industry such material requirement charts have been developed,
in which the filling requirements are illustrated, and the results
are as accurate as if worked up by the long and painstaking
method.
Burden determination is probably the most complicated and
the most important of all functions in the textile industry. Costs
must be determined on a competitive basis, or a firm will not
get business. Actual costs vary in proportion to the utilization of
the equipment. The mill manager is most interested in knowing
how much this burden will increase or decrease at various capac
ities, because, as a business man, he is able to adjust his selling
price to the changed conditions, provided he knows how much
adjustment he may make without endangering the welfare of the
business. There are usually three questions a mill executive will
ask, and to which he wishes to obtain answers in a simple man
ner without being bothered with records or calculations. First,
“What will be the increase of burden over the competitive basis
in dollars and cents at a reduced operating capacity?” Second,
“How much will this increase amount to on a percentage basis?”
Finally, he may have a definite article in his mind and will ask,
“How much more will that article cost over the original calcula
tion made on the competitive basis?” He can answer his ques
tions himself if he is provided with charts similar to the illus
tration, and the answers may be obtained quickly and will be
accurate.
I doubt if there is any industrial branch that needs cost ac
counting to a greater degree than the textile industry, and there
is no doubt in my mind that instruments, as discussed, assuring
simple, accurate, inexpensive control, will greatly assist in its uni
versal application.
Discussion
William Segur (Providence) : Mr. Szepesi’s charts make a
big appeal and they look fine. I am wondering when he has a
14

prospect to deal with whether or not he shows those charts to
the prospect in attempting to close the business, or whether he
springs them upon the prospect gradually during the installation.
It seems to me that the average prospect would be discouraged if
he saw them.
Mr. Szepesi: If you are going to have an operation and at
tempt to tell the doctor what instruments he should use on you,
you are inviting death. A client is interested in results, and if
I should show those charts he would throw me out. It is difficult
for a client to understand those, so I have what I call “selling
charts.” They are very simple.
W. O. Cutter (N. Y.): I heartily believe that picturizing
facts for the executive or the sub-executive or any one of the
management who may be classed as a practical man is unques
tionably the way to sell it to him. I recall having a man some
years ago in our company who developed charts of all our account
ing procedure, but unfortunately, like a good many, he was a
theorist. He developed charts too minutely. The basic idea, as
Mr. Szepesi points out, is to follow the line. He took our various
sections of accounting procedure, whether they dealt with produc
tion statistics or accounts payable records, or whatever they were,
and made a lot of pictures in colors, and if you wanted to know
how this particular form or record passed along through and
gathered its information, or gathered its momentum, you followed
the green lines, so to speak. If you wanted to know where the
duplicate copy of something else went, you followed the red lines.
Unfortunately, he had too many lines, and he made the picture
so complicated that it soon became like the New York subways.
You could follow the lines, but you could not find your way out.
We have got those pictures—a lot of them. They are in the
vault to-day and we have not looked at them since they were
placed there some time ago, because after we lost our way sev
eral times we got disgusted.
That just brings out another point which Mr. Szepesi so well
put, that they must be clear and simple, so that the practical man
can see at a glance where he is getting off or getting on.
Mr. Torrence (Springfield) : I would like to inquire whether
Mr. Szepesi goes beyond the charts of the kind he has shown us
and uses and advocates the use of statistical charts for the progress
of the business, and, if so, undoubtedly he uses ratio charts for
certain things. I have had two or three rather distressing experi
ences some years ago when I was trying to build up charts that
would mean something to the executives. I learned that I did
not know how to draw the charts. Of course, that was my fault,
but I have been led to wonder a great many times how sales, etc.,
could be shown in chart form. Can you tabulate cost statistics such
as sales, burden, etc., and show progress from one period to another
or from month to month? Do you do it?
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Mr. Szepesi: Only in bar chart form, because your sales
may jump up or go down or the value of your original products
increase or decrease, which conditions are very deceiving. The
sales chart may go up and you may lose money or do less business,
depending on the increase or decrease of averages. What we often
do is to give managers comparative unit sales or give them some
thing so that they can see how many units they have sold. Take
the textile industry, for example. This year whip cords, made
mostly of cotton, have been very fashionable. Your sales might
have been more or less, but your value was less because you did
not use so much high-grade wool as you used before. A chart
would show this condition. We may sell a certain fabric where
the yarn is very fine, and they do not put enough grease in it.
That will bring up production and sales, but really the firm has
not done more business, as far as the effort goes, so there is not
much of a chance for variation due to what we call outside eco
nomic influences to make progressive charts useful. I find that
the executive would rather have figures showing how many units
were made and sold than to have cost accountants give them
variations.

Robert B. Hough (Providence): What the executive wants
is figures—how many dollars did we sell and how many dollars
did we make and not a line that goes up and down and around
like these lines in the blue books for automobiles. I do not think
it is practical. It might be all right for some kind of products,
but there are a great many people here who are not much inter
ested in the textile business. I would like to ask Mr. Szepesi if
his method would be applicable to other industries. In some cases
the units of production are large, and in others small. How
would it work out where one man is working on a machine that
cost $3,000 and another man on a machine that cost $500? How
would he distribute the overhead and show it to the executive on
his diagram? I think the figures are what the man wants.

Mr. Szepesi: I have specialized in textile costs and would
prefer that some one else, in the machine industry, for example,
answer your question.
C. M. Corcoran (Providence) : I have found in the textile
game that when you show a blue print to a textile man he doesn’t
know anything about it. The only thing he knows about blue
prints is in connection with the building of a mill. In talking
with men of experience who have installed systems in our line, I
have heard them say that the executives would rather see type
written figures than to have you spend 12 cents for a blue print.
It is felt that the effect on the mentality of a man is much better
if he sees the information in typewritten form than on a blue
print. It is surprising what a little thing like that will do. I
know of another system where they had a drafting room and
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where they lived on blue prints. It is a case of the old rule—
the effect of the thing received depends upon the receiver.
I would like to ask one question. Can you think of a com
mon standard productive unit in a textile organization which
has certain varieties of looms—broad looms and narrow looms?
You have got the same thought there as the railroads. They have
to take passenger miles and ton miles and they can’t find a unit
either that is entirely satisfactory. But what is your unit in a
case like I mentioned? Have you ever found one to your own satis
faction? I mean, some weaving unit so that we could make
comparisons for the poor mill man and the executive, whom we
all picture in our minds, that will show that in 1919 he did
so many foot pounds in his weave room and now, when the styles
have shifted a little, we still can carry on the charts and still
show him what the number of foot pounds or productive units
are that he is still doing in his weave room.
Mr. Szepesi: In regard to your question, we all know that
we cannot measure something with the wrong measure. We can’t
measure square yards by cubic yards. As far as your burden
cost is concerned, I divide very carefully the burden costs into
two different units, both run under independent control—I mean
accounting control. The narrow department has to make money
to stay on its feet, and so does the wide department. I could
not mix them up and say here is the composite picture. It would
not be true because the market for the narrow goods as well as the
wide goods is going to change. If there is a big market for the
wide goods, why should the wide goods be penalized on account of
certain conditions in business for which the wide goods department
is not responsible? This helped one organization a whole lot in
getting business for the narrow goods. They were very much
concerned because they found that the narrow goods department
was not profitable. But in business we can’t have any sympathy
or any sentiment, and if a department is not self-supporting you
might as well throw it out. That is my solution and I could not
find any other solution.
J. P. Jordan (N. Y.) : I think a point has been touched on
that is going to be the subject for a great deal of research work
in the future, as to what the unit basis of operation is in a busi
ness. I knew of a packing business one time where everything was
brought down to bullocks—so many hogs equaled so many bullocks
or so many lambs equaled so many bullocks, and so on.
Cost is just as much time as it is money. I believe in standards
but I don’t believe in them so far as going way through always to
the dollars and cents standpoint. If you will develop your cost
work along the lines of standard time and standard units, you are
going to get a lot of figures you can get in no other way.
Take the tire business, for example. A tire is made up of cer
tain units. There is the thread and the various fabrics and the
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work in building up or the preparation of the fabrics, and so on.
If all those operations are on standard time, if the manufacturer
wanted to carry the matter through, he could have by nine o’clock
the next day how many 34x4 tires he built the day before, although
he may have been making treads for all I know.
The point is that it takes so many standard hours of work in
the various operations to produce a tire and it takes so many stan
dard hours to produce a 34x4 and the tires could all be reduced to
34x4 tires with very little work.
That would apply to anything else. It might be that one
product actually took three times as long as some other product,
but both could be reduced to a standard unit item on the basis of
standard hourly production. I think that the point brought up for
comparison in the textile industry can be applied in any industry if
you reduce it to a standard time production basis and not bother
to go into money.
Mr. Szepesi: Isn’t our conception correct that time never
changes ? There are always sixty minutes in an hour, so if we all
adopt time as the unit we would have a constant factor. The more
we advocate it, the more successful we will be in carrying out our
life’s work.
Mr. Jordan : I think we will find that everybody who writes
on standard cost goes ahead on a standard cost basis and then if
the pay changes, or anything of that sort, he has an expansion tank
that he shoves the items into. He deals simply with a standard
amount of money, and what in the world is the use of doing that
when he might just as well deal with time in the first place? If
you can get your product through a plant on standard time-—a
certain number of units per day—it comes right back to just what
Mr. Szepesi said, sixty minutes to an hour—so many pieces should
be made in an hour. You can express it that way, namely, that it
takes so many minutes or seconds to make a certain part. Then
our cost will only change when we have to pay more or less in the
labor market and so on. I don’t see the necessity of figuring that
way through to money, and cost accountants, in my personal opin
ion, should not bother to go into the routine and extend it way
into money but should deal with the actual thing that is done in
each sixty minutes of an hour.

Frank Bridge, Jr. (Providence): It might be interesting for
you to know, Mr. Jordan, that in the business with which I am con
nected, we have a sheet giving the data very much as you have
outlined. I was talking with the General Manager one day as to
what he would like, and between the two of us we have gotten out a
sheet somewhat in this way which shows the total number of loom
hours. That is the basis of the whole sheet. From the loom hours
which are run each week we get the data for preparing the whole
payroll, the sales for loom hours and several other items all through
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the line. The General Manager deems it the barometer from which
we get the high lights of how the business is running. The thing
the General Manager wants to know is how the business is going,
and that is based on the number of loom hours.
John F. Swinnerton (Portsmouth, N. H.) : The cost ac
countant must also be a salesman. One executive may be interested
in percentages, another in charts. A cost accountant must keep
the respective desires of his executives in mind in selling his cost
system.
Mr. Szepesi : There are different types of executives. Some
like to visualize things by comparisons of certain objects. The
Egyptian writing is nothing else but picture writing. Most of
us, especially the younger element, like pictures. If I come up
against one of the old hardshells, I do not dare show my charts.
Salesmanship is sizing up your man and we have to sell our work
down to the last stock clerk so that we may have his confidence. If
we find one individual who insists on figures, we give him figures.
But we don’t find many men over sixty in industry today. Man
agers today are younger men, between 40 and 50, and most of them
are progressive. Many of them have gone through the mill and a
great many of them have had their education there rather than
in college. The majority of them know really what we are talking
about. To a man of that kind a certain definite fact, a certain
thing that he can put his finger on, like a line, and say, “Here is my
cost,” means more to him than percentages, because percentages are
very deceiving.

AFTERNOON SESSION
MISPLACED MODESTY IN THE USE OF COSTS
Leon M. Lamb
Greenfield Tap and Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass.
I am going to introduce this very mysterious subject by quot
ing in substance a remark made not very long ago by the president
of a corporation to his cost accountant. The corporation referred
to is represented in this Association. The remark was something
like this: “I’m going to take those figures and stick them under
that fellow’s nose.” The phraseology may indicate to you a feeling
of disgust. He was disgusted, and rightly so, in my opinion.
The cause of the outbreak lay in the consideration of some
figures submitted by the cost man as to the cost of a certain article,
quotation on which had been submitted in competitive bidding, with
the result that the company of my story lost the contract award.
On investigation it was proved that the successful bidder who
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based his quotation upon records of the loser, had quoted a price
which would hardly cover the cost of material and labor, to say
nothing of overhead and profit.
Now if the loser had kept still and said nothing to the fool who
got the contract I should say he would have been guilty of “mis
placed modesty in the use of costs.” But the fact is, the offended
one did not keep still. He went to the fool, showed him the facts
of the case, that is, that according to his cost records he had taken
a contract at a price that would barely cover material and labor
and had therefore entered into a losing proposition.
The story has a good sequel, for the fool became a wise man,
joined his trade association, learned something about costs, and
now instead of being a “thorn in the flesh” he has become a worthy
citizen, working in harmony with economic laws and business com
mon sense. That case was cured simply because one man had
confidence in his costs and was so immodest or bold as to go to the
other fellow and endeavor to point out to him the error of his ways.
But that is only one instance. There are thousands, yes, per
haps tens of thousands of instances occurring every day, where
manufacturers are selling articles below cost. And why is it so?
We are repeatedly told to the extent that it may be fairly accepted
as an axiom that business is conducted for profit. Accepting the
axiom, one might assume that no one would be in business except
with the intent of making a profit. However, whatever the intent
may be, statistics compiled by the Government show that out of
250,000 business corporations more than half operate without
profit and not more than 5 per cent of the total number know what
it actually costs them to make their goods.
Yet the fact that a manufacturer has a cost system does not
of itself assure a profit.
In an open market no producer can be a law unto himself un
less he has monopolistic rights as the result of control of valuable
patent rights or natural resources. Most commodities are sold
at prices established by competition in the open market, and, of
course, we know the marginal producer, the fellow on the fringe
of the industry has a bearing on this matter. The big fellow, with
an established goodwill, may be able to get a little higher price than
can be obtained by the little fellow, but the latter has to be con
sidered and so exercises a rather restraining influence in that he
has to offer some price concession in order to obtain business. He
probably makes little better than a good living, while the larger
producer makes some profit, due to better facilities for manufactur
ing, the result of a larger capital investment and perhaps better
management.
Now, the chances are the little fellow does not know what his
costs are. He simply follows the lead of the market and sells at a
small percentage under, or if it is a special article without an es
tablished price, upon which he is quoting, he makes a stab at a
price. And I presume some of you either know of or have heard
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of quotations which would indicate that the stab was made in the
dark at that.
In the foregoing I have placed the onus on the little fellow
who has no cost system because he thinks he cannot afford so much
red tape, or because he thinks he does not need it, but I am not
going to let the bigger brother off altogether. He is to a great ex
tent the victim of traditions, bad trade practices, and false modesty.
What are some of the traditions ?
1. We must keep absolutely aloof from our competitors.
2. If we get a chance to knife them in the open market we must
do it and take some business, anyway, away from them.
3. We must certainly keep them out of our plants and out of
the office if possible. They might steal something and put us out
of business.
4. Above all things, if perchance we know what the things we
make cost, we must never let the information get out to a competi
tor. He might conclude that our cost was his cost also and cut the
price if it showed a profit compared with the market price.
Now I realize there is very good ground for the exercise of
some of these precepts at times. On the other hand, I believe there
are other times when they should be attached to a millstone and
thrown overboard.
If I had in my possession a process original with me, one
that was especially efficient and gave me an advantage over my
competitors, I would keep the secret from them just as long as
I could. If I were making an article at a cost I knew no one else
could beat I would keep that to myself too. But if I were making
an article as cheaply as present knowledge of the arts permit and
forced by competition to sell it in the market at a loss, I’d raise—
well, I’ll come to that a little later.
What are some of the bad business practices?
1. Operating without a cost system. (Absolutely out of order.)
2. Selling goods of general type at old list prices put into ef
fect years ago, perhaps before costs were obtained oh articles which
serve the same purpose, yet vary greatly in cost of manufacture.
3. Making special goods at regular prices or at prices which
do not vary much therefrom.
4. Forced to make and carry by old established customs vari
eties of sizes or models for which there is no real need or utility
which might not be served by another size or model.
In the business with which I am connected we are pestered
with this last contingency to a very great extent, owing to the limit
less variety of threads, pitches, lengths, diameters in taps and
dies, etc., which can be demanded according to caprice.
What shall we name as being described by the term false
modesty or mistaken modesty?
There was a time, not so very long ago, when we used to believe
that proper modesty in a woman required that she should wear a
skirt which swept the ground and a collar which reached from
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shoulders to ears, or at most exposed but a little of her throat,
while sleeves should permit one to see nothing but her pretty hands
and wrists. Well, some bold spirits changed all that. The pen
dulum swung the other way, and while many of our former illu
sions regarding women may have been dispelled by shorter skirts,
lower necks and no sleeves at all, we men folks are no worse off,
and the women have had more comfort. For one, I hope neither
Paris nor London will get them back into the excessively long skirt
again.
There was a time when some bold spirits in various lines of
industry used to call together their competitors and form pools and
associations intended primarily to boost prices, control the market,
and save each other from the consequences of cut throat compe
tition. I used to be with a company twenty-five years ago, which
entered several such gentlemen’s agreements at various times.
They used to work very well so long as a sellers’ market was on,
but when the tide turned and buyers became the rulers, then,
through agreements to maintain prices, they became Ananias Clubs.
Moreover, some of the combinations of those times were car
ried to such extremes as to excite the Government with the result
that a ban was placed upon them so far as making maintenance of
prices an object of their activities was concerned, and the Federal
Trade Commission came into being as a sort of traffic cop, to not
only maintain order, but to keep industry moving in the right di
rection, and while keeping it away from the forbidden fruit, assist
it to obtain more constructive and healthful morsels.
I do not suppose any considerable body of men would reach
a unanimity of opinion as to the desirability of all the activities
of the Federal Trade Commission nor comment favorably upon
all its findings. But, however that may be, so far as the cost ac
countant is concerned, the Federal Trade Commission has been to
him like a great Godfather looking down upon him with special
pride and favor and endeavoring to impress everyone with his im
portance, yea, necessity.
In 1916, in its pamphlet “Fundamentals of a Cost System
for Manufacturers,” Mr. Edward N. Hurley, then chairman of the
Commission, stated that “the Commission has found that an amaz
ing number of manufacturers, particularly the smaller ones, have
no adequate system for determining their costs, and price their
goods arbitrarily.
“It is evident that there must be improvement in this direction
before competition can be placed upon a sound economic basis.”
Moreover, Mr. Nelson B. Gaskill, present Chairman of the
Commission, not long ago delivered an address before the National
Wholesale Grocers on “Some Aspects of Price Cutting,” in which
he mercilessly flays this practice and after producing arguments
to arrive at the assertion that “productive effort is entitled to an
adequate return” goes on to say “But when the question is put
to the individual in his capacity as consumer-buyer, or to the mass
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of society in that character ‘At what price are you entitled to re
ceive that which some one else has produced?’ the answer is apt
to be ‘For nothing, if we can get it. For as little as possible if
we must pay at all,’ and the answer is wrong.”
“The something for nothing or for as little as possible” theory
is wrong, because it prevents the existence of that equipoise of the
producer-consumer relation which the fundamental principle of the
competitive system demands. In an isolated instance the seller
has received less, the buyer more, than an adequate return. Mul
tiply the individual into the sum total of all the individuals in so
ciety, extend the operation of the theory to a universal application,
and there is exhibited an organized society of producer-consumer
units, asserting and at the same time denying the right of a return
for productive effort which equals the cost of production.”
This is exactly the condition which now obtains:
“Each individual in his capacity as producer is entitled to a
profit. Each in his capacity as consumer is obligated to pay a price
which yields a profit.”
Perhaps the following is the most compelling statement when
he says, “because I believe that selling below cost is an unfair
method of competition, I believe that a group agreement not to
practice this method of doing business is a lawful agreement. It is,
it seems to me, as much a matter of internal concern and action
in a trade association as is misbranding or commercial bribery.”
Now, then, I venture the opinion that there is not one concern
out of ten manufacturing a varied line of goods subject to compe
tition and open market conditions but that is selling one or more of
those articles at a loss, and if prosperous, is making up that loss
on other articles.
Of course, some Associations have been wise enough to take
advantage of the immunity offered in talking costs in Association
meetings, and have adopted uniform cost methods, and in conse
quence are able to talk common language when they meet and
undoubtedly the situation among such Associations is much im
proved over what it used to be.
But what surprises me is that still other Associations do not do
the same thing! Why in the name of common sense should we
not avail ourselves of about the only remaining excuse which the
Government offers us for getting together and come to some com
mon understanding on this matter?
If there is not an Association in our industry, why do we not
start one? If there is an Association in our industry and we have
not yet got on a basis of common understanding regarding costs,
why do we not get there?
If there is no Association in our industry, yet there is an out
standing figure in it who is nettled and deprived of profits by some
little ignorant competitor who does not know costs, why does
not the big fellow go to him and show him in a big, generous way,
by laying figures as to his costs before him, where he gets off in
doing business that way?
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Now, you say if that can be done at all it is a job for the chief
executive. I agree. Yet it may be possible for the cost accountant
to show the executive the cost of every article made at a cost, which,
when sold at the established or quoted selling price, will show a
loss. Furthermore, it may be feasible for him to drop a word to
the effect that our methods of manufacture have been thoroughly
investigated and we are sure that there is no competitor who can
manufacture an equivalent article any cheaper, and that it may be
a good idea to bring the matter to the attention of the Association.
While the Association may not be able under the law to agree upon
a selling price, they would, in Mr. Gaskill’s opinion, be able to agree
that they would not sell thereafter at a loss, which would at least
mean that the future selling price would not be less than the agreedupon cost.
Sometimes an old list price is at fault, the list having been
made years ago before accurate costs were known, and copied in
each succeeding issue of catalogs.
Special goods are another prolific source of loss, often being
made with foreknowledge of the result, but undertaken as a matter
of accommodation to a customer for regular goods, in the fear that
if the special is not accepted, the regular business will be lost. This
is another case of mistaken modesty, in my opinion. At any rate,
every cost accountant should feel it incumbent on him to point out
such losses every time they occur. Perhaps in the end constant
repetition will force a conviction upon someone that will result in
action and bear fruit.
It is said of a man who was bowlegged and practicing Dr.
Coue’s auto-suggestion for overcoming the defect, that he became
over enthusiastic and one night on retiring, instead of repeating the
formula thirty times, repeated it sixty times, with the result that
when he awoke in the morning he was knock-kneed.
I claim it will not be amiss for the cost man, provided he is
associated with a modest executive who is afraid of the accuracy
of his costs and of the dire disaster that will follow provided they
are known outside his own bailiwick, to endeavor to pump a little
courage into him and get him to expose some outlandish practices
that are now going on in industry.
If we can get 125,000 concerns which are now making no
profit, into the prosperous class so they will have some profit
upon which to pay income taxes, it will lighten the tax burden of
the comparatively few who are now paying them.
Under the law not many things are now permissible for in
dustry to undertake by way of combination and co-operation.
Labor unions and farmers seem to have certain privileges allowed
them which are denied the rest of us. But if the Government says
there is one thing we can do and urges us to do it co-operatively;
and the Chairman of the Trade Commission goes so far as to say
industry is not estopped from entering into agreements not to sell
below cost, why in Heaven’s name do we not establish the cost and
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prepare the way to stop losing money on so many articles, even if
we do not make any money? It is time to shuffle off the “Misplaced
Modesty.”
Discussion
W. J. Fleming (Worcester) : I have in mind one factory, the
chief product of which was machinery. The principle material
used was cast iron. One department made wooden parts. The
company had keen competition. Before they installed a cost sys
tem, they used a flat overhead, as a great many factories did many
years ago, and they found it was practically impossible to compete
in the sales of this particular article; they either had to sell below
what they thought their product cost or not get the business. After
the cost system had been put in, they found the overhead should
be one-half of what it had been. They started to use this overhead
and added on the various items—administrative and Selling—that
they neglected to add before, and still they found that they were
way above the market price.
The cost system revealed the fact that they were losing money
in that particular department, but they were making enough in
the rest of the factory to offset the loss in this department.
William F. Worrall (Hartford): We are apt possibly to
figure the cost the same as we would on our first quality lines and
ignore the fact that in cheap business, where we are selling possibly
very near cost, we attempt to carry the same overhead rates on
that, whereas possibly with a little more analysis or better study
we would find that that business is really profitable, because it
helps us carry the load of the plant and keep our organization to
gether.

COSTS AND THEIR RELATION TO GENERAL ACCOUNTING
Walter A. Musgrave
W. A. Musgrave and Company, Hartford, Conn.
Before entering upon the real subject of my discussion this
afternoon, it may perhaps be well to review briefly the funda
mentals upon which standard cost systems are based, to the end
that there may be a common understanding of the methods
employed.
In the treatment of this subject I will base my plan upon
conditions peculiar to the textile industry—not only because of
my own interest in this particular branch of manufacture, but by
reason of the fact that we are in a section where the textile
industry predominates, and doubtless many present are interested
in some branch of cotton, woolen, or silk manufacturing.
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It is obvious that it would be practically impossible to pre
sent plans which could be successfully applied in all classes of
textile plants, for although the basic principles underlying all busi
ness in general—and standard c6st systems in particular—are the
same, the application of these principles varies widely.
The model standard system of cost finding differs greatly
from the old-fashioned method whereby post-mortem costs were
determined. Normal rates based upon possible production and
normal conditions are predetermined and provide bases upon which
to estimate the cost of the product to be manufactured.
Material prices are included in the estimated cost at market
or replacement values; a profit or loss being made upon the mate
rial, which results from an over or under estimation. For example,
a mill may contract for its raw material months in advance of its
requirements, taking advantage of seasonal buying. In this case
the cost estimates include material at market, which is replacement
cost. The mill may show a speculative profit due to the low prices
paid for the material; on the other hand, a mill may purchase its
raw material in strict accordance with its requirements and may
also realize a profit upon its materials if the prices used in the
estimate were based upon a higher market than that at which it
was actually purchased.
Direct labor is standardized through the medium of a highly
classified standard payroll, the wages being based upon the pre
vailing wage scale. The normal production applied against the
standard direct labor enables us to determine a standard labor
rate or cost per unit of production at each production process or
production center.
Standard burden rates are determined by budgeting the fixed
and variable expenses. These rates may be on an hourly basis,
representing the standard burden against normal operating time,
or may be based upon normal direct labor, according to the specific
conditions peculiar to the particular plant under consideration. By
using these rates we are enabled to predetermine accurate costs
upon which to base our selling prices. We are in effect prede
termining our profits.
A cost system should not only tell us what the profits actually
are, but should also tell us what they should have been, and point
out the reasons for any deviations which may have occurred.
It is my desire to demonstrate that the most logical method
of controlling the accuracy of the costs is through controlling
accounts carried in the General Ledger, supported by detail car
ried in a subsidiary ledger. The latter will be referred to in the
course of my talk as the Expense Ledger.
The principal accounts carried in the General Ledger peculiar
to this method are: Expense Ledger Controlling Account, Applied
Standard Account, Standard Adjustment Account, Raw Material
Account, Work in Process Account, and Finished Goods Account.
The Expense Ledger Controlling account is used simply to
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make the General Ledger self-balancing; all direct entries to the
Expense Ledger from the books of original entry being passed
into the control in total. This is accomplished by providing the
books of original entry with columns for the General as well as
the Expense Ledger, the Expense Ledger columns being posted
in detail to accounts carried in the Expense Ledger and in total
to the controlling account. A trial balance of the Expense Ledger,
under this method, is at all times in control with the balance
appearing in the controlling account.
Applied Standards may be separated into three accounts: one
each for Material, Direct Labor, and Burden. The chief feature
of these accounts is that they reflect the variations between the
predetermined and the actual rates. These accounts are credited
with the amount of Material, Labor, and Burden which has been
applied to the finished product through the use of the standard
rates, and charged with the actual amount of the current costs.
The Standard Adjustment account may also be segregated into
separate accounts for Material, Labor, and Burden. These ac
counts are used in recording the variations between the Standard
and the Actual rates as evidenced by the Applied Standards ac
counts. If the Applied Standards accounts show a debit balance,
the standard rates applied to the cost have been lower than the
current rates; if a credit balance results, the standard rates have
been higher than the current rates. Speaking from a strictly
theoretical standpoint, this variation must be caused by fluctua
tions in operating efficiency—that is, if the Direct Labor and (or)
the Burden rates have been over-applied, this would be the direct
result of increased efficiency; or, in other words, the production
would have been above normal.
From a more practical viewpoint, however, there are other
conditions to consider. For example, the management of a plant
might, in their good judgment, find cause to increase certain of
the indirect labor rates; insurance rates might fluctuate, or there
might be an unexpected increase or decrease in tax rates. Any
of these changes would directly affect the standard burden rate,
perhaps at some intermediate period when it would not be possible
to effect an adjustment of the standards.
The Work in Process account is charged with the cost Of
Materials, Labor, and Burden Consumed; all of which are based
upon the standard rates and which is credited to the Applied Stand
ards account. The Work in Process account is credited with the
standard cost of the finished production and Finished Goods ac
count is charged.
I wish to emphasize at this point the feature of inventory
valuation. We have charged the Work in Process account with
raw materials at market prices, direct labor at normal rates, and
burden standards—all of these elements being only the amounts
directly applicable to the operations. Thus, the inventory is valued
only at normal costs. Conversely, if stock in process is charged
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with actual current cost elements, the inventory values must nec
essarily be inflated by the amount of burden which is applicable
to idle portions of the plant.
The Expense Ledger accounts may be divided into three divi
sions; first, the Expense Division, which is made up of accounts
for each class of Fixed and Variable expenses. These are the
nominal accounts and are so arranged that the amount of each
account is cumulative from period to period, until at the end of
the year the total amount of each class of expense is easily avail
able for tax and other accounting purposes. The fixed charges
are, of course, such items as Taxes, Insurance, Depreciation, and
Interest. The variable charges are made up principally of Indi
rect Labor, Repairs, Supplies, and General Expense.
The second division contains the non-productive Departmental
Expense accounts. This division is made up of such accounts as
Repair Department, Power Plant, Transportation Department, etc.,
which are to be redistributed to the operating or productive
departments.
Finally, we have the Productive Departmental Expense ac
counts, a separate account for each operating department of the
plant. From the information contained in this group of accounts
we are able to formulate a base for the budgeting of expenses in
the determination of standard burden rates.
The mechanics of the bookkeeping procedure necessary under
this plan differ only slightly from methods employed in ordinary
accounting for a manufacturing concern. The fixed charges must
be journalized at the end of each month from reserve, and de
ferred charges and accrual accounts carried in the General Ledger
to the respective expense accounts in the Expense Ledger. The
current or variable charges are posted directly from the books
of original entry to the variable expense accounts in detail, and
to the Expense Controlling account in the General Ledger in total.
The next step to be undertaken is the distribution of the ex
penses over the non-productive and productive departmental ex
pense accounts. The expenses are distributed upon bases applicable
to each class of expense; for example, indirect labor is allocated
to responsible departments by means of an analysis of the pay
roll, while depreciation is distributed according to the value of
machinery and equipment in each department of the plant.
The non-productive departmental expense accounts are redis
tributed to the productive departmental accounts. Under this divi
sion we are able to determine the cost of power, repairs, and
other expense which arises from auxiliary divisions of the plant.
In the larger plants the distribution of the cost of repairs
is often of considerable importance; especially is this true in
plants where machinery and equipment are produced for its own
use. This condition may well be taken care of by the establish
ment of a job order system, the workmen’s time being reported
to the cost department upon tickets which show the time expended
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upon each job. The material is requisitioned from stores and
charged to the various jobs.
Burden rates for the Repair Department are standardized,
and the burden is added to the job cost in the same manner that
it is added to the product cost. Under this method it is possible
to determine the cost of each job and to distinguish between cap
ital and revenue expenditures, as well as to obtain a true distri
bution of the expense repairs.
At the end of each month the total of the current expenses,
as shown upon the productive departmental expense accounts, are
journalized out of the expense ledger into the applied standard
account in the General Ledger. The offset to this account is the
amount of Material, Labor, and Burden based upon the standard
rates which have been charged into the Work in Process account.
At this point I would like to make myself clear as to my
opinion regarding just what “normal” means as applied to stand
ards. A textile plant may be perfectly balanced in its equipment,
but under no consideration is it able to produce 100 per cent.
per hour. It is mechanically impossible for a loom operating at
100 picks per minute to weave cloth at this rate every working
hour each day; and this is true of every other machine.
Allowance must be made for conditions which make this im
possible. Raw stock must be fed to the machine; it must be kept
in repair and must be stopped occasionally for other reasons. All
of these things must be taken into consideration in developing
the possible or normal productions. The normal rate should never
be calculated at 100 per cent. production. The average in a tex
tile plant perhaps would be around 80 to 85 per cent.
In closing, let me emphasize the fact that control is one of
the most important items which we have to consider in a cost
system in these days of keen competition, when we must all cal
culate our selling prices with an exceedingly sharp pencil. We
must be able to estimate the cost of our goods in advance, and
depend upon this estimate to the extent that the actual production
costs may not exceed these estimates in a measure great enough to
imperil the profits. This control must be effective in locating any
deviations from the standards predetermined, and serve as a key
to the adjustment of the normal rates.
Naturally, in the short time allotted to me to cover this sub
ject, I have been unable to go into much detail or to discuss many
of the fine points of the subject. I have tried, however, to bring
out what seemed to me the importance of control, and hope that
I have brought to you a message of some small value.

Discussion
Robert B. Hough (Providence) : A great many things enter
into the compilation of standards and there are many differences
of opinion regarding standards. What effect would an unusual
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occurrence where a great deal of damage has been done to the
plant have upon standards? Would you charge the loss which re
sults to expense, profit or loss, or as a cost of production?

Mr. Musgrave: That is a most extraordinary experience. I
don’t know that it would interfere with the standards in any way.
I believe that item should be charged off certainly to profit and loss.
To include it in the cost of operation would be to offset the effective
ness of the standards and destroy comparison.
William H. Segur (Providence) : In the case of a mill where
the hands are paid on a piecework basis, and there is a day shift
and a night shift, and the production by night is lower than by
day, to what extent are the applied standards upset?
Mr. Musgrave : In this case, if the standards amount to any
thing, there should be two sets of them. All conditions should be
considered in developing standards. Otherwise they will be use
less. Conditions which can be forecasted should be taken into
account. That is especially true in the textile industry. For
example, production at night is very much lower than during the
day.
Mr. Segur: What would be considered as true standards in
such a case?
Mr. Musgrave : You have to consider the productivity of the
plant and the piece rates. It would be a question of average, so
the standards would run along parallel with the production.
Mr. Segur: Would that require a readjustment?
Mr. Musgrave: It might require readjustment if the stand
ards were off.
Mr. Segur: How often would the readjustment be made?

Mr. Musgrave: That would depend upon the conditions.
Standards are flexible and they must be augmented and supported
by internal checks.
W. B. McKay (Providence) : Don’t you think two sets of
standards might be in order?
Mr. Musgrave: Possibly they might be.
Mr. McKay: If there were two sets of standards made,
wouldn’t that require a great deal of detail work? How would
you keep your expenses separate for a day and night run in order
to apply your standards? It seems to me that such a situation
could better be solved if one would consider that 85 per cent, was
your normal running condition in the day time and then deter
mine what the percentage was at night to get an average of your
running time and adopt your standard to an average run, con
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sidering both day and night. Otherwise it would seem that you
would have to separate all your expenses, etc.—or, in other words,
keep a double set of books.
Mr. Musgrave : That is my idea.
Question : How would that work out if you were operating
at nights only part of the year? You could not apply that standard
then.
Mr. Musgrave : If it was only temporary, possibly it wouldn’t
be worth while. I am speaking of cases where the day and night
shift is a consistent thing.
C. M. Corcoran (Boston): It might help some of us if you
would outline briefly how the deviations from standards would
be treated upon the books—in the Expense Ledger.
Mr. Musgrave: Variations of various kinds will occur, such
as shortage of raw materials, breakdown of machinery, decrease
in efficiency, stoppage of plant, etc. They affect the standards.
For that purpose set up a standard account which would take
care of them and the amounts in this account would possibly pass
into the books either as idle plant cost or be charged to cost of
goods sold, or possibly to profit and loss.
Mr. Hough: What name would you give the account which
takes care of fluctuations from standards?
Mr. Musgrave: I would set up a variation standard adjust
ment account—for material, direct labor, and burden.
Mr. McKay: I believe Mr. Corcoran’s question was: When
you set up a standard, what do you do with the difference between
actual cost and standard cost?
Now, my interpretation of that question may be illustrated
by the following example. Suppose your standard is $100 for a
hundred pounds of a certain thing in a department, and the ex
penses are $125. What do you do with the $25?
I should say that would be answered in this way: That it
would be unabsorbed, and that the unabsorbed figure is charged
in our manufacturing cost and closed into the general books.
W. F. Worrall (Hartford) : We know our adjustments. We
keep our costs on an actual basis, because that is what goes into
bur profit and loss, and if we run down our manufacturing to a
difference between actual costs and standard costs and then stop
there, and throw that loss into our profit and loss account without
a proper analysis, I don’t think we are any better off than when
we started.
The basis for all accounting should be time, and in a stand
ard cost system it should be standard time. We should show the
variation between the standard time and actual time of operation,
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as well as the standard and actual rates of operation, thereby
analyzing our costs in each detail as to the extra time that is taken
and the actual rates. The same applies to material and burden.
It matters not what our standard is as long as we can analyze
how much we are varying from that in our actual costs, and
if we simply throw the difference into our profit and loss ac
count I don’t know where we are going to be in figuring our
detailed cost.
Somebody mentioned carrying two sets of books. That is
really what you do with the standard cost system. Production
must be priced in all details at standard as well as actual. You
should be able to make adjustments at every point. When you
come to your profit and loss account, your standard disappears and
the actual takes its place, and your manufacturing results should
be shown in such a way that the variation is shown for each opera
tion and each division of your costs.
F. R. Fletcher (Boston) : One thing which will help us in
the consideration of the use of standard costs, is the disposition
of the variation. We have found frequently that in setting up
standards, say for material, we allot a certain amount of material,
and there is a variation between what is estimated and the actual.
That variation is set up as a variation of material. We will say
that during certain months we are very busy in the factory and
selling but very little. Some of those variations on material or
labor actually belong to goods still in process.
Now, by setting up what the last speaker spoke of as two
sets of books paralleling the work in process account and the stand
ard cost with the variation between standard and actual cost, so
that same variation in the work in process would equal the actual.
As that material which went into process is taken out of the work
in process and put in finished parts, the percentage of that mate
rial value in the parts finished is transferred from that loss and
gain on material to loss and gain on finished parts. As those fin
ished parts are transferred into assembling that same percentage
of loss is transferred into assembling, and as the assembled goods
are put in finished goods that same percentage is transferred to
finished goods. The percentage of the variation pertaining to the
goods sold is charged into the profit and loss of that period. In
that way we are taking into profit and loss only the profit and loss
that pertains to the sales of the period.

E. Szepesi (Boston): Isn’t a standard a definite measure?
When we measure 85 per cent. of the efficiency of a textile mill, it
means that the average production, considering the poor workers
and the good workers, is 85 per cent. We all know that night
operation costs considerably more than day operation. Wouldn’t
it be sufficient if we measured the night operation by the day stand
ard to determine what the night operation should be? If the
night operation is 15 per cent. or 20 per cent. less efficient, there
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fore it consumes more burden than the day operation, and wouldn’t
that be just as well as having two different sets of books?
Mr. Fletcher spoke about putting balances into profit and loss,
perhaps as burden. My suggestion is that we charge production
at standard cost. Whether the mill operates to full efficiency or
not, charge the standard burden and the difference between stand
ard burden and actual burden goes into profit and loss as one state
ment, as unabsorbed burden, due entirely to lack of business or
inefficient operation. Wouldn’t that be a better way of showing
to the management they had lost so many dollars on account of
lack of proper sales policy or inefficient management than putting
into profit and loss unidentified items?
There is another point I wish to bring out, and that is this
question of conversion costs, and, as Mr. Musgrave pointed out, the
speculative profit.
Very little has been said about this very important matter,
which is coming up more and more to-day because labor is demand
ing what we call a full share. Now, what is labor entitled to in
the profits? If a manager is a good manager, a shrewd buyer,
and makes $50,000 by foresight entirely due to his own ability,
and not on his labor, is labor entitled to the profit by an increase
in the rate of wages, or is it entitled entirely to the profits on the
conversion? Wouldn’t it be a good policy if the Association would
have certain definite standards ? What is a conversion cost ? What
is a purchase cost or a purchase profit? I suggest these ideas for
discussion.
Mr. Musgrave: In connection with the speculative feature
and the treating of profit and loss in the purchase of materials, I
have in mind a mill which purchased a million and a half dollars’
worth of cotton, and at the end of a period showed several hun
dred thousand dollars profit. They said it was operating profit.
An analysis of it showed that less than half was operating profit;
in fact, more than two-thirds was profit made in good trading.
Frank Bridge, Jr. (Providence): If you charge all work in
production through on standard costs, standard material and stand
ard labor, etc., how does that affect your inventories in your bal
ance Sheet?
Mr. Musgrave: If standards have been allowed to run wild,
the inventories would be over or under. If burden has been ap
plied by direct labor methods, it is a comparatively simple matter
to adjust the inventories for balance sheet purposes. You can
take the total direct labor and by an analysis of costs records
determine what has passed into the finished goods, goods that have
been sold, and stock in process, and it becomes a mere matter of
ratio to adjust the differences.
Mr. Bridge: In the textile industry, for instance, you set a
standard price at 50 cents per pound for cotton, and if you are
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making only one kind of goods you would charge that out and into
your goods in process account at 50 cents per pound. But if the pur
chaser bought that for 45 cents, your goods in process inventory
would be inflated. You would have goods in process valued at 50
cents instead of at 45 cents, as actually paid.

Mr. Musgrave: I was figuring more particularly on han
dling the burden. The plan I had in mind when I wrote the
paper was making goods on order. Everything in process was
practically on order.
You have, it is true, average market prices. You have also
current raw material prices on the market from day to day. I
don’t know why that average market price isn’t just as good as
your cost price. I assume that you could, by scheduling the mar
ket prices, get the difference and look it up.

Mr. Segur: Mr. Bridge’s point is well taken. If you credit
raw material or labor (labor will be at market anyway), and
debit goods in process and eventually finished goods at current
prices rather than cost prices, you have certainly got an inflated
inventory there, and if the inflation is at all large it seems to
me that a banker might take an exception to that inventory as a
basis for granting credit, and, moreover, there is no doubt but what
the Federal Tax authorities would oppose it strongly.
Mr. Fletcher: I have a thought in that connection. Sup
pose we decide to take a line of goods like textiles or shoes or any
thing of that sort where estimates must determine the selling price.
Samples are made of the goods, the costs are determined and the
salesmen go out and sell goods. When we determine on a price,
we figure on the material at a certain standard price which we
believe we can buy it for. Now, if we have to pay more for that
material when we actually buy it, then there is no reason why
we should charge the factory any more when we make a purchase
and lose or gain on the material. Suppose we figured the mate
rial at 60 cents per foot for leather in shoes and it actually cost
70? We made a purchase loss or gain of 10 cents a foot on the
leather, but that must not affect the cost. Costs must come
through on a standard basis, because prices are established on
such a basis. Those standard or estimated costs are the basis of
our sales. What do we do with the 10 cents? Is it a charge
against profit and loss?
My contention is that we should not carry that to profit and
loss immediately, but that we should set it up as a purchase loss
or gain which ultimately should be charged to profit and loss,
but it isn’t a charge to profit and loss until those goods in which
we use that material are actually sold, because we don’t make that
turnover when we merely transfer that material out of stock and
into work in process, but we make that loss when we actually sell
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on the basis of our selling price and our cost price. There is a
10-cent loss that has got to come out of the sales at that time.

Banquet
The conference was brought to a fitting close with a banquet.
Spencer H. Over, Wall-Over and Co., Providence, was the Toast
master. Herbert N. McGill, of The Babson Statistical Organiza
tion, made an address on “The Business Outlook.” J. P. Jordan,
the National President, spoke on the “Importance of Team Work
in the Association,” and S. C. McLeod, the National Secretary, on
“Cost Accounting as a Type of Management.”
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